
Indiana University Press is pleased to inaugurate a new series
which will provide outstanding scholarship on Chinese

literature from a number of disciplines, including biography,
criticism, social and political research, and history.

STUDIES IN
CHINESE LITERATURE AND SOCIETY

Irving Yucheng Lo, Joseph S. M. Lau, Leo Ou-fan Lee,
and Eugene Eoyang, editors

Studies of Modern
Chinese Literature

By Jaroslav Prusek
Edited by Leo Ou-fan Lee
Prusek's most important studies of
modern Chinese literature, many of
them previously unavailable in this
country. Prusek traces the lyrical/sub-
jective and the epic/objective traditions,
demonstrating important relationships
between traditional and modern Chinese
literature.
$22.50

Chinese Fiction
from Taiwan

Critical Perspectives

Edited by Jeannette L. Faurot
The first scholarly study of Taiwan fic-
tion in the West. Leading scholars ex-
plore the prolific flowering of Chinese
literature in Taiwan in the past two dec-
ades—a period distinguished by intense
honesty and a spirit of experimentation.
$17.50

The
'LASSIC
WNESE

A Critical Introduction

By C. T. Hsia
". . . The Classic Chinese Novel, for its
painstaking research, its impeccable
scholarship . . . and its fund of invalu-
able insights, is a classic in itself."
—Journal of Asian Studies ". . . by all
odds the best and most complete [book]
of its kind." —Literature East and West
cloth $17.50 paper $7.95

AVAILABLE AT BOOKSTORES OR SEND $1.50 POSTAGE AND HANDLING FOR
FIRST BOOK. 25« FOR EACH ADDITIONAL BOOK. TO ORDER FROM PUBLISHER.

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS
TENTH AND MORTON STREETS, BLOOMINGTON. INDIANA 47405
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The Shaping of Chinese
Foreign Policy
Greg O'Leary, College of Arts, Adelaide, Australia

In a major reexamination of Chinese foreign policy-making
during the decisive period of China's "turn to the West"
between the Ninth and Tenth ferty Congresses (between
1969 and 1973), Greg O'Leary analyzes the way in which the
Chinese Communist Rarty interprets developments in inter-
national capitalism and formulates its responses. O'Leary
takes issue with the two most commonly held views of
Chinese foreign polig—that it is rigidly Marxist-Leninist,
and that it is pragmatic and opportunistic—and argues
persuasively that the Chinese interpret international de-
velopments according to consistent principles derived from
the social practice of their own society.

1980 ISBN 0-312-71620-6 302 pp., cloth $25.00

Tanaka Giichi and Japan's
China Policy
William Fitch Morton, York College, City University
of New York

Taiiaka Giichi, Japanese military leader and prime minister
from 1927 to 1929, had a formative influence on the
development of Japanese policy towards China. In this
book, William Fitch Morton has drawn widely from primary
sources of the period, and particularly from TanakaS private
papers, to provide a ground-breaking study of Tanakais
career and of the factors influencing Japanese relations with
China during the first third of this century.

1980 ISBN O-312-785OO-3 329 pp, 3 maps, cloth $25.00

Broken Images
Essays on Chinese Culture and Politics

Simon Leys, Australian National University

In this volume Simon Leys brings together the articles he
has written over the past four years on modern Chinese
culture and politics. The essays, most of which appear here
in English for the first time, include penetrating studies of
writers such as Lu Hsun and Chenjo-hsi, acerbic portraits
of politicians such as Mao, Chiang Ch'ing and Chiang Kai-
shek, and a series of revealing first-hand accounts of
everyday life in contemporary China.

1980 ISBN 0-312-10594-0 156 pp, cloth $17.50

Critiques of Confucius in
Contemporary China
Kam Louie

In this volume, Kam Louie examines the changing altitudes
of Chinese intellectuals toward Confucius and Confucianism
over the course of this century, particularly since the
beginning of the communist period in 1949. The book is
organized chronologically, and throughout, the author de-
votes particular attention to three major themes: the signifi-
cance of Confucius' class background, his theories of ethics
and his ideas on education. An extensive bibliography
enhances the works usefulness for all students of contem-
porary Chinese culture.

1980 ISBN 0-312-17645-7 186 pp., cloth $22.50

China Since the Gang of Four
edited by Bill Brugger, Flinders University of
South Australia

In seven specially commissioned essays, this book explores
the dramatic changes that have occurred in China since die
death of Chairman Mao and the arrest of the "Gang of Pour"
in late 1976. The contributors address crucial questions
about the extent to which MaoS policies have been aban-
doned or modified and the reactions to die "Gang" in their
attempt to identify the broad significance of the recent
Chinese experience.

1980 ISBN 0-312-13323-5 281 pp, cloth $27.50

The Development of
Indonesian Society
edited by Harry Aveling, Murdoch University
West Australia

'A useful and authoritative introduction to Indonesian his-
tory and society"—Choice

A survey of Indonesian history from 1500 to the present, this
study is a collaborative effort of four internationally recog-
nized scholars. Each contributor emphasizes the impor-
tance of looking at Indonesian history from the inside, and
together they trace a common theme: the development of
Indonesian society toward united statehood. The volume is
well illustrated and supplemented with detailed notes, a
glossary of frequendy used non-English words, and a
bibliography.

1980 ISBN 0-312-19661-X 242 pp., illus. $27.50

Tb order these books for your library at 20% discount,

please write:

Post Office Box 5352
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VIET NAM. . .
Time to Look Back
Why Viet Nam?
Prelude to America's Albatross
Archimedes LA. Patti
The first account of the dramatic events of those first months of America's
involvement in Indochina. "Patti's long-awaited account of what he saw
and learned as OSS representative in Hanoi in 1945 is an extremely impor-
tant contribution to our understanding of the origins of a 30-year war that
has changed the course of recent history. One can only read it with pain
and anguish, thinking of what might have been had the United States
valued the principles of self-determination it professed instead of com-
mitting its resources to oppression and destruction." —Noam Chomsky
$16.50, illustrated.

When Governments Collide
Coercion and Diplomacy in the Vietnam
Conflict, 1964-1968
Wallace J. Thies
In 1964 Lyndon Johnson initiated a process that culminated in the bombing of North Vietnam
and the use of American ground troops in South Vietnam. Although there had been consid-
erable theorizing on the requirements of a successful coercive strategy, persuading the North
Vietnamese to 'Heave their neighbors alone" proved more difficult than generally expected.
Thies explains why this was the case. $20.00

The Development of Capitalism in Colonial Indochina
(1870-1940)
Martin J. Murray
This is the first attempt by a Western writer at a systematic and comprehensive analysis of
capitalism in Indochina, and goes far toward explaining the backwardness of Indocninese
economic structures after 70 years of capitalist "development." $29.50

The Rational Peasant
The Political Economy of Rural Society in Vietnam
Samuel Popkin
"A model of theoretical reflection based on fieldwork in Vietnam, this is a spirited and carefully
argued attack on widely held but romanticized assumptions about the security and benefits of
traditional village life." —John K. Fairbank "A model of clarity... I know of no contemporary
social scientist who has put the case for the political economy view more convincingly."

—F. G. Bailey $14.95 cloth, $4.95 paper.

Vietnamese Anticolonialism, 1885-1925
David G. Marr
"Marr has made excellent use of his sources of information, and has produced a book which is a
real contribution to the history of Vietnam." —Asian Affairs
$20.00 cloth, $8.95 paper, illustrated.

University of California Press
Berkeley 94720
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HOOVER
CHINA'S GLOBAL ROLE
An Analysis of Peking's National Power Capabilities in
the Context of an Evolving International System

John Franklin Copper

Publication 226 197 pages $7.95 paper

China will undoubtedly exercise some, perhaps con-
siderable, influence on the development of a new style
of international politics as we evolve away from the
bipolar system. This relevant analysis defines China's
rank among the hierarchy of world powers by specifi-
cally assessing its ability to influence other nations
and to play a role in world affairs.
Copper's study Is critically relevant to the theory that a
Sino-Amerlcan/Japanese alliance would be an effec-
tive response to the growth of Soviet power.

Chalmers Johnson
University of California, Berkeley

Science,
Technology and
China* Drive for
Modernize!""

lOrh.nl l

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
CHINA'S DRIVE FOR MODERNIZATION

Richard P. Suttmeier
Publication 223 133 pages $6.95 paper

China's new international posture on science and tech-
nology has as one purpose the use of resources avail-
able through international relations. How should the
United States respond to China's demands for the most
advanced science and technology within the context of
this new foreign policy? How can the United States
properly supervise the export to the People's Republic
of China of its most advanced scientific knowledge? Or
should it? These and other significant questions are
probed in this incisive monograph.

HOOVER INSTITUTION PRESS • Dept. A8054
Stanford University • Stanford, CA 94305
(When ordering, please include $1.50 for postage. California
residents add &SV2 % tax.)
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An Atlas of the Mughal Empire
Political and Economic Maps with Detailed Notes,
Bibliography and Index
IRFAN HABIB, Aligarh Muslim University, India. This unique atlas provides the most detailed
maps ever produced of South Asia in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Over 4,000 places

We shown on the political maps with boundaries of all the Mughal provinces and districts.
Economic maps of each region show trade routes, natural resources, and industrial and fanning
areas. Detailed notes give references for every place or legend on the maps and an introduction
helps the reader make fullest use of the Atlas.
1980 120 pp.; 35 full page maps $69.00

Islamic Society on the South Asian Frontier
The Mappilas of Malabar, 1498-1922
STEPHEN FREDERIC DALE, Ohio State University. In this study of the Muslims of Kerala in
South India from the arrival of Vasco de Gama in 1498 to the Mappila Rebellion of 1921-2, the
author examines the tense relations between the Muslims and the Europeans and Hindus of
Kerala. Professor Dale focuses on the reasons why their relationship has stimulated the growth
of a militant Muslim tradition and shows that this militant tradition is part of a wider pattern of
Islamic communities in India and Southeast Asia.
1980 352 pp.; frontis.; 6 halftones; 8 maps $49.95

Peasant State and Society
in Medieval South India
BURTON STEIN, University of Hawaii, Honolulu. Professor Stein examines South India—one
of the oldest continuing peasant societies in the world—from the time it took stable form in the
seventh century to the arrival of the Europeans. He questions the assumptions underlying the
established historiography on medieval South India and provides the basis for a new interpre-
tation focusing on peasant society and culture.
December 1980 450 pp.; 4 maps $17.95

Inequality and Economic Development
in Malaysia
DONALD R. SNODGRASS, Harvard Institute of International Development. The problem of
inequality and economic development is one which Malaysia shares with many developing
countries. In this study, Professor Snodgrass focuses on the ethnic dimensions of the problem,
details economic policy since 1969, and appraises the efforts of the Malaysian Government to
deal with economic inequality. Chapters are devoted to fiscal redistribution, rural and agricul-
tural development policies, urban and industrial development policies, education, and general
policies.
1980 340 pp.; numerous tables cloth $32.50, paper $17.95

The Sociology of South-East Asia
Readings on Social Change and Development
Edited by HANS-DIETER EVERS, University of Bielefeld, West Germany. This collection of
readings begins with an overview of South-East Asian societies in a developmental and his-
torical perspective and then discusses four major concepts: dual societies, plural societies,
loosely structured social systems and involution. The last section of the book suggests some
alternative approaches to the study of South-East Asian societies.
1980 350 pp. $32.50

Prices and publication dates are subject to change.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
. 200 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
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THE PLAY OF THE GODS
Locality, Ideology, Structure, and Time
in the Festivals of a Bengali Town

Akos Ostor
The first sustained study of Indian festivals, with detailed descriptions and
interpretations of two of the most popular and complex of these Bengali
rituals.

"The theoretical thrust of Ostor's presentation amounts to a striking devel-
opment of Dumont's insights about hierarchy, relation, and structure in South
Asia."—Steve Barnett
Cloth 264 pages $27.00 Available

THE JOURNEY TO THE WEST
Translated and Edited byAnthony C. Yu Volume 3
Volume 3 of the beloved Chinese classic Hsi — yu Chi continues the monk
Tripitaka's journey to India with four animal disciples in quest of Buddhist
scriptures. This volumes contains the hilarious account of the pilgrims' preg-
nancy in the Kingdom of Women and the well-known episode of the Mountain
of Flames, where the pilgrims battle the Bull Demon King.

"[Readers] will be astonished by the riches now available to them in this
truly complete translation of the novel."—Frederic Wakeman, Jr., New York
Review of Books
Cloth 512 pages $30.00 Available

VILLAGE AND FAMILY
IN CONTEMPORARY CHINA
William L. Parish and Martin King Whyte
"This book tells us much that we always wanted to know about China but
feared we would never find out. As such it is the most important sociological
contribution to our understanding of the People's Republic of China yet to
appear."—G. William Skinner, Stanford University
Paper 436 pages $8.95 Available

HOMO HIERARCHICUS
The Caste System and Its Implications
Complete Revised English Edition

Louis Dumont
This edition of Dumont's modern classic includes a new preface in which the
author answers his critics, a new postface, and three significant appendixes
previously omitted from the English translation.

"This book is a major contribution to the general sociological theory of
Indian caste."—South Asia Review
"A profound contribution to Indian studies."—American Anthropologist
Paper TBA December Also available in cloth
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CHICAGO
Since 1891, Publishers of Scholarly Books and Journals

Now in Paperback—
Three Novels by R. K. Narayan

Swami and Friends

With that gentle humor, Narayan's first novel evokes
for us the universal experiences of childhood while
capturing the particular flavor of what that experi-
ence was like in 1930 amidst the first stirrings of
India's struggle for independence.

"R. K. Narayan has for several decades been the
best Indian writer in English. From year to year I
have had hope that he will be awarded a Nobel Prize.
That may still happen."—J. A. B. van Buitenen
Paper 192pages $3-95 Also available in doth.

The Bachelor of Arts
With an Introduction by Graham Greene
"Narayan . . . wakes in me a spring of gratitude, for
he has offered me a second home. Without him I
could never have known what it is like to be Indian.''
—Graham Greene

Narayan's second novel is the story of a young man
coming of age in India. Like many of Narayan's
works, it revolves around the universals of human
experience—leaving home to find oneself, falling in
love, losing that love—and is set in the very particular
circumstances of colonial India. ~~
Paper 268pages $3.93 Also available in cloth.

The English Teacher
This novel completes the trilogy which began with
Swami andFriends and The Bachelor of Arts. The
story of the English teacher Krishna, his married life,
the first few years of happiness, his wife's death, and
the last journey to the cremation grounds, is an aston-1
ishingly moving and almost flawless piece of writing.
Paper 184pages S3.95 Also available in cloth.

The University of Chicago Press-Chicago 606371
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CHINA'S INTELLECTUAL DILEMMA
Politics and University Enrolment, 1949-1978 Robert Taylor

In analysing the conflicting philosophies which have shaped China's educa-
tional system and the events leading up to the national Convention of 1978,
Taylor deals with issues that are central to understanding China's modern
development and the goals of Chinese society as a whole. 306 pages, ap-
prox., December 1980, Cloth, $18.50.

THE MILITARY DIMENSION
OF THE CHINESE REVOLUTION Edmund Fung

In this pioneering work, Fung describes the military reforms which led to
establishment of China's New Army, the army's relationship to the social
order, the processes of military subversion, and the New Army's pivotal
role in the Republican Revolution of 1911. 250 pages approx., November
1980, Cloth, $28.00.

AGRARIAN CLASS CONFLICT
The Political Mobilization of Agricultural Labourers
in Kuttanad, South India Joseph Tharamangalam

Based on extensive field work and important primary sources, this case
study documents how changes in the economic and social conditions of
farm labourers led to class conflict and political mobilization. It offers
valuable insights into methods used by trade unions and the Communist
Party to organize at the grass roots level. 176 pages approx., December
1980, Cloth, $19.00.

MALAYSIAN MOSAIC
Perspectives from a Poly-Ethnic Society Judith Nagata

This book offers an intensive analysis of the emergence and development of
various ethnic communities in Western Malaysia. 328 pages, 1980, Cloth,
$24.00.

LIVE MACHINES
Hired Foreigners in Meiji Japan H.J. Jones

A comprehensive study of the crucial role played by hired foreigners in
Japan's program of planned modernization in the late 1800's. 226 pages,
1980, Cloth, $19.00.

University of British Columbia Press,
303-6344 Memorial Road,
The University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T1W5
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Introduction to Japan
Edwin O. Reischauer
INTRODUCTION TO JAPAN provides
a comprehensive description of the
nation and its people, from their
geographical setting and historical
background to an up-to-the-minute
discussion of Japanese politics, educa-
tion, and economy.
Album of 8 filmstrips and 8 cassettes
$195.00 until 1/1/81; thereafter,
$240.00

1

China's Development
Experience in
Comparative Perspective
Robert Dernberger, Editor
While comparing China's economic
development policies to those of other
countries, this book clearly identifies
the features that make China unique.
International experts examine three
areas of China's development program
most frequently cited as success stories
—income distribution, industrial tech-
nology, and public health, carefully
documenting the degree to which these
successes depend on the political and
social environment.
Harvard East Asian Series, 93
and
A Social Science Research Council
Study $30.00

Distributed by the Press—
Available December '80

The Shanghai Capitalists
and the Nationalist
Government, 1927-1937
Parks M. Coble
A common generalization about the
Nationalist Government in China during
the 1927-1937 decade has been that
Chiang Kai-shek's regime was closely
allied with the capitalists in Shanghai.
This book paints a different picture-
that Nanking sought to control the cap-
italists politically and economically.
Harvard East Asian Monographs, 94
$15.00

China's Silk Trade
Traditional Industry in the
Modern World, 1842-1937
Lillian M. Li
Modern China's most important export
commodity, silk, is traced from the
opening of the treaty ports to the
1930s. The book examines the silk
industry as it moved into large-scale
trade with the West, and considers
whether traditional economic organiza-
tions and practices encouraged or inhi-
bited the expansion of the industry and
its technological modernization.
Harvard East Asian Monographs, 97
$15.00

Si no-Soviet Crisis Politics
A Study of Political Change and Communication
Richard Wich
Through an analysis of political perception and communication, this book explains
the structural change in the international political landscape that followed the 1968
Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia. It examines the shifts in China's global poli-
cies and analyzes the complex signaling process through which that change was
accomplished. This volume throws light upon the dynamics of the Sino-Soviet
conflict.
Harvard East Asian Monographs, 96
$15.00

Harvard University Press
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
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The Art of Hokusai in Book Illustration
jack Hillier
Although the most widely recognized Japanese artist in the Western world, Hokusai's work as a
book-illustrator and designer remains relatively unknown. In this exquisitely illustrated volume,
Hillier traces the seventy-year evolution of Hokusai's print designs—from the cheap novelette
to the literary classic, from the erotica to the classic Japanese "picture-book." $95.00 until
12/31/80, $110.00 thereafter. Large format, 200 black-&white, 86 color illustrations.

Reputations Live On
An Early Malay Autobiography
Amin Sweeney
In this translation and analysis of an early Malay autobiography, written by one of the chief
pioneers of the modern state of Johor, Sweeney provides a rare "insider's view of a critical
period of transition in modern Malay history. $12.00, illustrated.

The Voice of the Tambaran
Truth and Illusion in llahita Arapesh Religion
Donald F. Tuzin
In this sequel to his study of llahita Arapesh social organization, Tuzin offers a global examina-
tion of the secret men's Tambaran Cult in this society: its ritual, art, mythology, ideology and
sociocultural expressiveness. $20.00, illustrated.

Karma and Rebirth in Classical Indian Traditions
Edited by Wendy Doniger O'Flaherty
Karma is perhaps the most famous concept in Indian philosophy, but until now there has been
no comprehensive study of its various meanings of philosophical implications. In this volume
leading American Indologists present an encompassing approach to the many different Indian
statements on the subject. $25.00.

An American Transplant
The Rockefeller Foundation and Peking Union Medical College
Mary Brown Bullock
Bullock discusses the origin and appropriateness of the Peking Union Medical College model,
the personal role of the Rockefeller family in PUMC affairs, the Sinification of the faculty, and
the careers of PUMC graduates in China to the present day. $17.50, illustrated.

North India Between Empires
Awadh, the Mughals, and the British, 1720-1801
Richard B. Barnett
Barnett's study of India's early modern political evolution uses a novel analysis of political
resource exchange to illustrate the detailed workings of an Indian state during several stages of
autonomy, expansion, confrontation, and adaptation to military dependence on the British.
$22.50. y\ A

Rebellion and Democracy in Meiji Japan
A Study of Commoners in the Popular Rights Movement
Roger W. Bowen
"Bowen's theme is an important one in modern Japanese history, and his
interpretation of it differs radically from those presented by other scholars.
Indeed, he provides a fundamental revision of the prevalent interpretation
of the domestic politics of the early Meiji state." —John W. Hall $25.00.

University of California Press
Berkeley 94720
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For a greater understanding
of Asian theology today... a
book of "Tremendous value...
[for] the picture it gives of the creativity, vitality,
and variety of Christian thought in the
Asian churches today.. .We may have in
this book the beginnings of a real word
of God to us from the Asian experience."

— DR. CHARLES C. WEST,
Princeton Theological Seminary

ASIAN CHRISTIAN
T H E O L O G Y : EMERGING THEMES

Edited by DOUGLAS J. ELWOOD
$9.95t, now at your bookstore, or order from the publisher.

THE WESTMINSTER PRESS
925 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19107

t—tentative price

Directory of
Information Sources

in Japan, 1980
Edited by the Japan Special Libraries Association and published by Nichigai Associates

320 pp 26 x 18 cm Clothbound 1979 Fall
US $55.00 (Plus shipping charges)

The DIRECTORY OF INFORMATION SOURCES IN JAPAN presents a complete and comprehen-
sive listing of special libraries and information organizations in Japan. Covering about 1,500 special in-
formation sources including those of the central and local governments, companies, universities,
academic societies, trade associations and international organizations, this DIRECTORY puts nearly
every information source in Japan at your fingertips.

Indexed for the convenience of overseas readers, entries are given both in English and Roman-
ized Japanese.

Designated as UNESCO's authorized source of data on special libraries and information sources
in Japan.

Know where the knowledge is. Order your copy today.

ORDER FORM

Please return this order to: DIRECTORY OF INFORMATION SOURCES IN JAPAN 1980

Kinokuniya Book-Stores of America Co., Ltd.
1581 Webster Street

San Francisco, Calif. 94115
U.S.A.

ADDRESS:.
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Orbis Books
New Asian Reliqious Studies

THE SEARCH FOR GOD
An Encounter with the
Peoples and Religions of Asia
by Walbert Buhlmann, O.F.M. Cap.
The Search for God is a valuable report on the
high level encounters between Christian and
non-Christian religions that have taken place in
Asia over the past twenty years. Buhlmann
moves easily between theological dialogue
and the day-to-day Christian and non-Christian

experience in Asia. He gives a valuable overview of the progress of
mutual understanding and enrichment that is happening there.

$7.95

THE HUMAN AND
THE HOLY
Asian Perspectives in
Christian Theology
Emerito P. Nacpil and
Douglas J. El wood, editors
The official report of the All-Asia
Consultation on Theological Education
for Christian Ministry in this volume
addresses the relationship between
authentic human life and the Asian
sense of the sacred, the experience of
nature, and the assumption of responsi-
bility for society. Selected by the
Occasional Bulletin as an Outstanding
book for Mission Studies. $14.95

COMPASSIONATE
AND FREE:
AN ASIAN WOMAN'S
THEOLOGY
by Marianne Katoppo
Marianne Katoppo, prize-winning
novelist, journalist, and theologian
explains why Asian Christian women
want to seek their own identities rather
than to borrow from other cultures
or from men." Draws heavily on the
Bible and the contemporary realities
of life for women in Asia. Beautifully
illustrated!'—Asiaweek $4.95

ASIA'S STRUGGLE
FOR FULL HUMANITY
Virginia Fabella, M.M., editor
The Asian Theological Conference
held in Sri Lanka offers a unique
contribution to the theological reflec-
tions of North Americans. This analysis
of its accomplishments and documents

"breathes hope and creativity." It is
"one of the strongest challenges yet to
entrenched western models of doing
theology."-SIMON SMITH, S.J.,
Jesuit Missions $8.95

EASTERN PATHS AND
THE CHRISTIAN WAY
by Paul Clasper
Paul Clasper shares his conviction that
a sensitive appreciation of the Asian
Paths of Hinduism.Theravada
Buddhism and Zen can deepen and
renew understanding of the Christian
Way."Sane, humane, and perceptive.
A useful contribution to inter-faith
dialogue"-HUSTON SMITH,
Syracuse University $5.95

All titles quality paperbound/CIP

) ORBIS BOOKS
' Maryknoll, NY 10545

Write for Complete Orbis Catalog, 1980.
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Columbia
Indonesia and the Philippines
American Interests in Island Southeast Asia
ROBERT PRINGLE . This candid study explores the nature of U. S. national interests in
the two countries that encompass the great archipelago of Southeast Asia. Robert
Pringle analyzes six specific policy areas—political stability, the importance of U.S.
bases, human rights policy, American economic interests, the unique developmental
problem of Java, and crucial environmental concerns. "By far the most important
study of U.S. policy towards insular Southeast Asia yet published."—George McT.
Kahin, Cornell University

312 pages, $30.00 cloth, $9.00 paper

Yokomitsu Riichi: Modernist
DENNIS KEENE. The novelist Yokomitsu Riichi occupied a central position in the
Japanese literary world of the 1920s and 1930s, and is perhaps the most important
counterpart in Japanese prose literature to the modernist writers at work in Europe
during and following World War I. Concentrating on Yokomitsu's early modernist
works, Dennis Keene demonstrates the overwhelming presence of the West in
modern Japanese literature. Modern Asian Literature Series

232 pages, $20.00

The Syncretic Religion of Lin Chao-en
JUDITH A. BERLING. By richly documenting and analyzing the life and teachings of
Lin Chao-en, a leader in the syncretic movement in Ming China, Judith A. Berling
probes the broad question of the nature of syncretism and its function in the
development and interaction of Chinese religious traditions. Neo-Confucian Studies;
IASWR Series

360 pages, $20.00

A Chronicle of Gods and Sovereigns
Jinno Shotoki of Kitabatake Chikafusa
H. PAUL VARLEY, TRANSLATOR. Jinno Shotoki, or the Chronicle of the Direct
Descent of the Gods and Sovereigns, is one of the most influential works of Japanese
history and political theory. With its glorification of Japan's system of imperial
succession, Kitabatake Chikafusa's fourteenth-century tract became the catechism
of loyalty to the throne for generations of Japanese. H. Paul Varley has prepared the
first complete English translation of this work, together with an extensive introduc-
tion to the period in which it was written. Translations from the Oriental Classics

320 pages, $22.50
To order send check or money order to Dept. JN at the address below, including $ 1.30 per order
for postage and handling.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
Address for orders:
136 South Broadway, lrvington, New York 10533
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INSTITUTE OF EAST ASIAN STUDIES
MING AND QING HISTORICAL STUDIES IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA edited by
Frederic Wakeman, Jr. (China Research Monograph No. 17).

More than just a report of the Delegation of Ming and Qing Historians to the People's Republic, this book is perhaps the first,
certainly the finest introduction to the process of contemporary historical scholarship in the People's Republic today. More than
this, it includes comprehensive surveys of major historical sites, museums, archives, universities and their facilities throughout
north and central China. A volume written collectively by the entire delegation, it explores the state of research on topics such as
peasant uprisings, the rise of capitalism, the Ming-Qing transition and Taiping historiography. A necessity for any Ming-Qing
scholar and of interest to all sinophiles. Paper, about 200 pages, $8.00'

TRADITIONAL KOREAN LEGAL ATTITUDES by Bong Duck Chun, William Shaw, and Dai-kwon
Choi (Korean Research Monograph No. 2)

This monograph presents the first attempt in English to provide an authoritative analysis of traditional Korean legal values and
practice. The three authors discuss the influence of Confucianism, the impact of traditional social values on the development of
modern legal institutions and the roles of law and legal institutions in traditional Korea. Together they indicate the tremendous
challenge presented by western legal thought and the possibility that such thought has been a primary cause for the radical
changes being wrought in Korea by modernization. Paper, $4.50'

U.S.-JAPAN ECONOMIC RELATIONS: A SYMPOSIUM ON CRITICAL ISSUES, Abegglen, Kato,
Mulkern, Yawata, Hoadley and Narusawa (Research Papers and Policy Studies, No. 1)

conerence, or national cnaraciensticsano OT me economic interaepenoence or tnese TWO nations are covered in this close analysis
by six experts. This timely book will be of interest to anyone involved in the Far East-US, economic sphere including scholars,
businessmen and labor interests. Paper, 57 pages, $5.00"

' California residents add appropriate sales tax. Orders for FIVE or more copies of any one title discounted 20%. ALL ORDERS
MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY PAYMENT; please make checks payable to the Regents, University of California. Send to:
Publications Office, INSTITUTE OF EAST ASIAN STUDIES, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720.

REPRINTS OF IMPORTANT

REFERENCE BOOKS

ASIATIC RESEARCHES
22 Vols.

SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST
50 Vols.

LINGUISTIC SURVEY OF INDIA
11 Vols. 19 Parts

DHARAM SHASTRAS
6 Vols.

and

MANY OTHERS

Available from ready stock:

ORIENT BOOK DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. Box 100, LIVINGSTON, N.J. 07039

Write for our new catalog just published
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The Peony Pavilion
(Mudan Ting)
BY TANG XIANZU
TRANSLATED BY CYRIL BIRCH
One of the world's greatest love
stories in its first complete English
translation. Cyril Birch has captured
all the elegance, lyricism, and subtle
humor of this drama by Tang
Xianzu, perhaps the finest of the
Ming dramatists.
$22.50

The Drowning of an
Old Cat and Other Stories
BY HWANG CHUN-MING
TRANSLATED BY HOWARD GOLDBLATT
"Hwang's refreshingly simple style,
his skillful use of dialect, his humor,
and above all, his deep concern for
people whose lives are complicated
by changes beyond their control all
come through in Goldblatt's able
translation." —Library Journal
cloth $27.50 paper $9.95

The Poetry of Wang Wei
New Translations
and Commentary
BY PAULINE YU
150 poems by one of the major
poets of the Tang dynasty. An ex-
tensive introduction relates the work
of Wang Wei to Chinese and West-
ern literary traditions. Punctuated
Chinese texts provided for all trans-
lations.
cloth $27.50 paper $9.95

Available at bookstores or
send $1.50 postage and
handling for first book, 25<f
for each additional book,
to order from publisher.

Now available in paperback

Literature of the
People's Republic of China
EDITED BY KAI-YU HSU
CO-EDITOR, TING WANG
". . . illuminate[s] the current state of
Chinese society and will interest
anyone wishing to gain a sense of
the subject matter, quality, and
range of contemporary Chinese liter-
ature." —The New Republic
". . . gives us as nearly as possible
the full range of rapidly changing
China . . . ." — The Washington Post
Book World
cloth $37.50 paper $15.00

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS
k. TENTH AND MORTON STREETS. BLOOMINGTON. INDIANA 47405
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Rebels and Revolutionaries in
North China, 1845-1945

Elizabeth J. Perry. Why do peasants rebel? In particular, why
do some peasants rebel and not others? Starting from the fact
that only in certain geographical areas does rebellion seem to
recur persistently, the author examines three notable rebel
movements in the region of Huai-pei: the Nien rebels of the
1850's and 1860's, the Red Spear Society of the Republican
era, and the Communist movement of the 1930's and 1940's.
The author also throws new light on the role of secret societies
in peasant protest, and offers a fresh interpretation of the rela-
tionship between rebellion and revolution. $2.5.00

Long Engagements
Maturity in Modern Japan

David W. Plath. Increased longevity is reshaping the course of
human maturity in modern societies, and Japan is no excep-
tion. Yet Japan remains culturally distant in her patterns of
human relations. This book shows, through a series of vivid
case studies, how the qualities of the mature person evolve
across the adult years in contemporary middle-class Japan. It
describes how a person and his consociates—those who grow
older with him—sustain long engagements of interaction in
which they shape the direction of one another's individual
development. $17.50

The Poetic Memoirs of Lady Daibu
Translated, with an Introduction, by Phillip Tudor Harries.
This is the first English translation of an evocative blend of
poetry, prose, and autobiography covering almost 50 years in
the life of a Japanese noblewoman. Composed between the
late eleventh and early twelfth centuries, the memoirs are
structured around some 350 intricately-woven poems that de-
scribe various incidents or remembrances in Lady Daibu's life.
The work is of interest not only for its literary merit but also
for its fascinating historical glimpses of the Genpei War and its
intimate views of people previously known only through mili-
tary tales and historical records. $17.50

Stanford University Press
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Thirty-third Annual Meeting of the
Association for Asian Studies will be
held at the Sheraton Centre, Toronto,
Canada, March 13-15, 1981.

The Thirty-fourth Annual Meeting of
the Association for Asian Studies will
be held at the Palmer House, Chicago,
Illinois, April 2-4, 1982.

China. Her people, her politics, her culture. V ,
Revealed by an American citizen of China.

By SIDNEY SHAPIRO. Arriving in China in 1947,
Shapiro stayed, married, and became a citizen.
He has lived and worked among the Chinese as
a distinguished translator of foreign fiction for
thirty years-and his account of those years
provides unique insights into China's politics,
economy, culture, and the daily lives and
deepest feelings of her people. It is one of the
most vivid and knowledgeable accounts to
have reached the West-an enthralling
personal chronicle of a place and time until
recently completely hidden from Americans.
At all bookstores or send $5.95, plus $.75 for postage and handling to:
New American Library
P.O. Box 999, Bergenfield, N.J. 07621

MERIDIAN F542/$5.95
Write to the NAL Education Department at the
following address for a free History and Social
Studies catalog.

NEW AMERICAN LIBRARY 1633 Broadway, NewWxK, N.Y.
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ANNOUNCING A GREAT LEAP FORWARD
FOR CHINA STUDIES

THE
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC

OF CHINA
1949-1979

A Documentary Survey
EDITED BY HAROLD C. HINTON

All major policy-related documents produced over the first thirty
years of the People's Republic of China have now been assembled in
this important new resource collection. Included are hundreds of official
statements on ideology, politics, economics, and foreign policy in China
from the War of Liberation through normalization of relations with the
United States. All documents are unabridged, in English translation as
released by the Chinese government. The editor provides introductory
commentaries for each selection.

"Skillfully compiled and edited, this five-volume
set covers both policy debates and power politics of

the last three decades in China. Scholars of contempor-
ary China will find it an indispensable tool for research

and teaching."
Michael Y. M. Kau

Professor of Political Science, Brown University

"Most China specialists will want to have these volumes on their own
personal shelves."

Richard L. Walker
James F. Byrnes Professor of International Relations

University of South Carolina

"A very valuable research aid for those doing serious work on China."
A. Doak Barnett

Senior Fellow, The Brookings Institution

5vols. ca. 3,000 pp. 81/2"x11" ISBN 0-8420-2166-3
Available November 1980 Prepublication price: $265.00

Scholarly Resources Inc.
104 Greenhill Avenue • Wilmington. Delaware 1980S
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Save time searching for facts

If You Are Your
Organization's
Japan Specialist...
You Need This Book

The second annual Yearbook of U.S.-
Japan Economic Relations 1979 is an
indispensable reference tool for anyone
who needs to know the vital facts about
U.S.-Japan economic relations. In a single
volume you are provided current economic
data and analyses of every major aspea of
the bilateral relationship. Much of the in-
formation is the first available translation
into English. The publisher's bilingual ex-
perts present it on a calendar year basis for
easy comparison with other economic data.

The Yearbook is written for the generalist
as well as the specialist. Businessmen, edu-
cators and government experts keep the
Yearbook on their desks for immediate ac-
cess to facts and figures on the world's two
largest economies, and for background for
speeches and reports.

There are four major sections:
• In depth analyses of major events and

issues affecting U.S.-Japan economic rela-
tions during the previous calendar year, in-
cluding: dialogue between the nations con-
cerning the relationship; trade agreements;
treaties and tariffs; non-tariff barriers; regu-
lations; government reports; trade issues
and business investments. In addition
synopses are provided on the World Econ-
omy, U.S. Economy, and the Japanese Econ-

omy. Key indicators are detailed in colorful
charts and graphs.

• 44 tables of statistical data on every
significant aspect of the Japanese economy
and the bilateral relationship. Emphasis is
given to trade, balance of payments and
investment data. Statistics on the Japanese
economy important to understanding trade
developments are presented, including:
wages, productivity, prices and industrial
production. Current data can be compared
with figures for the previous four years.

• Handy 5-page chronology of signifi-
cant developments in U.S.-Japan economic
relations for the previous calendar year, in-
cluding: government, administrative and
diplomatic actions; major business devel-
opments in the U.S. and Japan; and official
and unofficial actions affecting trade.

• Appendix containing the full text of
major bilateral trade documents also in-
cludes details of all trade cases involving
Japanese companies.

Only $6.00.138 pages

Mail Check or Money Order to:
U.S.-Japan Trade Council
1717 K Street, N.W., Suite 211-B
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 296-5633

Yearbook of U.S.-Japan Economic Relations 1979

Please send me book(s) at $6.00 each. _

NAME

Enclosed is my check for $

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

CITY
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RECENT TITLES
IN ECONOMICS

The Developing Economies and Japan
Lessons in Growth

Saburo Okita

An internationally known economist writes on the problems facing the developing countries
of Asia, Africa, and Latin America in the 1980s and on the relevance to those countries of
Japan's experience during its decades of modernization and growth.
ISBN 0-86008-271-7 292 pp. $14.50

Development and Diffusion of Technology
The International Conference on Business History 6

Edited by Akio Okochi and Hoshimi Uchida

This volume examines the development and diffusion of technology in the electrical and
chemical industries of four countries—Japan, Germany, Britain, and the United States—
between the 1870s and 1920s, the period of high industrialization for these industries.
ISBN 0-86008-270-9 about 240 pp. $25.50

The Labor Market in Japan
Selected Readings

Edited by Shunsaku Nishikawa

This volume describes and analyzes the labor market in Japan and the wage system that
serves as its framework. Issues such as job mobility, unemployment, a shortened workweek,
and extension of retirement age are among the many topics under study.
ISBN 0-86008-262-8 300 pp. $17.50

An Outline of Japanese Economic History 1603-1940
Major Works and Research Findings

Edited by Mikio Sumiya and Koji Taira

Selections from the works of Japan's leading economic historians are assembled in this
volume to present an outline of Japan's economic institutions and the nation's development
from a feudal land-based economy to a.modern capitalist-industrial system.
ISBN 0-86008-240-7 386 pp. $27.50

UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO PRESS
7-3-1 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-91, Japan
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REQUIRED READING
from Kodansha

—History and Literature in Paperback—
BLACK RAIN
by Masuji Ibuse
translated by John Bester
$4.95

BOTCHAN
by Natsume Soseki
translated by Alan Turney
$3.95

A DARK NIGHT'S PASSING
by Naoya Shiga
translated by Edwin McClellan
$6.95

THE DARK ROOM
by Junnosuke Yoshiyuki
translated by John Bester
$3.95

A HAIKU JOURNEY
Basho's Narrow Road to a Far Province
by Matsuo Basho
translated by Dorothy Guyver Britton
$3.95

JAPAN THE BEAUTIFUL
AND MYSELF
by Yasunari Kawabata
translated by Edward G. Seidensticker
$2.95

JAPAN'S LONGEST DAY
compiled by The Pacific
War Research Society
Foreword by Kazutoshi Hando
$4.95

THE LAKE
by Yasunari Kawabata
translated by Reiko Tsukimura
$3.95

THE WAITING YEARS
by Fumiko Enchi
translated by John Bester
$4.95

WAR CRIMINAL
The Life and Death of Hirota Koki
By Saburo Shiroyama
translated by John Bester
$4.95

For your reference shelf
THE KODANSHA
JAPANESE-ENGLISH
DICTIONARY
Shigeo Kawamoto,
editor-in-chief
flexible soft-binding
plastic cover with slipcase
4'/2"x 7"; 1250 pages;
60,000 entries
$19.50

THE KODANSHA
ENGLISH-JAPANESE
DICTIONARY
Shigeo Kawamoto,
editor-in-chief
flexible soft-binding
plastic cover with slipcase
4'/2"x 7"; 1557 pages;
90,000 entries
$19.50

A DICTIONARY OF
JAPANESE & ENGLISH
IDIOMATIC
EQUIVALENTS
by Charles Cor win et al.
6"x8"; 302 pages;
over 10,000 Japanese and
English idiomatic
words and phrases
$15.00

KODANSHA
INTERNATIONAL

At fine bookstores or direct from publisher

prices subject to change without notice
Distributed in Canada by

10 East 53rd St., New York, NY 10022 Fitzhenry & Whiteside, Ltd.
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Sojourners and Settlers
CHINESE MIGRANTS IN HAWAII
Clarence E. Glick • $20.00
Among the many groups of Chinese who migrated in the nineteenth
century, none found a more favorable situation than those who came to
Hawaii. Between the extremes of enthusiastic welcome and bitter preju-
dice, the migrants made their way into the mainstream of Hawaiian life.
Professor Glick skillfully describes the network of business, cultural,
and organizational activities as well as the social apparatus of migrant
existence. Illustrated with photographs, many of them rare.

CHINESE
IN

HAWAII

MULTI-
CULTURAL

LIVING

People and Cultures of Hawaii
A PSYCHOCULTURAL PROFILE
John F. McDermott, Jr., Wen-Shing Tseng, and Thomas W. Maretzki,
editors • paperback $7.50
The population of contemporary Hawaii is a rich cultural and ethnic
blend—Hawaiian, Caucasian, Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese, Okina-
wan, Korean, Filipino, Samoan, Vietnamese, and Hmong. For each eth-
nic group, the book describes cultural identity and group characteristics
in the light of its history, pattern of immigration and assimilation, and
present-day social situation.

Kodomo no tame ni—For the Sake of the
Children
THE JAPANESE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE IN HAWAII
Dennis M. Ogawa, assisted by Glen Grant • paperback $8.95
"A most useful book that is both readable and informative. A blend of
primary materials is included with contemporary articles and even
poetry. Recommended for purchase as the best single volume on the
subject yet to appear in print." —Choice
"The strength in this work comes from Ogawa's skillful attention to the
basic questions of ethnic identity and issues of population segregation
and assimilation. A notable study." — The Booklist

NOW
IN

PAPER

FACTUAL
FICTION
AND
THE

SEQUEL

The Stone of Kannon
O. A. Bushnell • $10.95
"In 1868, the first group of Japanese contract laborers arrived in Hawaii
to work on British- and American-owned sugar plantations. Their story
is well told in this carefully researched historical novel that brims with
engaging minor characters and intriguing glimpses of late-19th century
Japan and Hawaii. Simple, quiet, but always interesting, Bushnell's tale
is related in the proverb- and sentiment-laden style of Japanese plays
and novels of the period." —Publishers Weekly

The Water of Kane
O. A. Bushnell • $12.95
The sequel to The Stone of Kannon, this book weaves the web of experi-
ences and encounters in Ishi's transition from migrant to settler.
"[Bushnell's] portrait of Ishi as he comes to accept the joys and sorrows
of life and adjusts to the odd mix of cultures and beliefs in his new land
is as striking as it is poignant." —Publishers Weekly

The
University

Press
of Hawaii

2840 Kolowalu Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
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